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I .   2013  REVENUE REQUIREMENT  

 
The 2013 proposed budget provides for a revenue requirement of $196.0 million, $1.2 
million higher than 2012.  As further described in this document, the California 
Independent System Operator Corporation is increasing service levels through the 
effective management and allocation of resources toward key corporate initiatives as 
outlined in the five-year strategic plan.   
 
The ISO has been able to substantially reduce its revenue requirement since 2003 and 
has kept it in a tight range since 2006.  While holding the revenue requirement growth 
rate over the last five years to less than 1.6 percent, transmission volumes have 
declined at a 1.5 percent rate during the same period.   

 
The ISO projects that transmission volume will increase 1 percent from 2012 to 244.8 
TWh, but it remains down 1.5 percent over the last five years.  The growth in the 
transmission volume combined with a lower growth in the revenue requirement resulted 
in a flat grid management charge (GMC), as noted below.  
 
The GMC is $0.801 per MWh, $0.003 lower than 2012. 
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Components of 2013 Revenue Requirement 

A summary of the 2013 proposed revenue requirement compared to 2012 is as follows:  
 

 Revenue Requirement ($ in millions) 2013 Budget 2012 Budget 
$ 

Change 

% 

Change 

Operating & Maintenance (O&M) Budget $162.9 $163.0 $(0.1)       0.1% 

Miscellaneous revenue (7.9) (8.4) 0.5       (6.0)% 
 

Subtotal net O&M 155.0 154.6 0.4        0.3% 

Debt Service including 25% reserve 42.5 46.3 (3.8) (8.2)% 

Cash funded capital 24.0 17.0 7.0 41.2% 
 

Subtotal before revenue credit 221.5 217.9 3.6 1.7% 

Revenue credit (25.5) (23.1) (2.4) 10.4% 
 

Total Revenue Requirement $196.0 $194.8          $1.2  0.6% 
 

Transmission volume in TWh 244.8 242.4 2.4 1.0% 
 

Pro-forma Bundled GMC per MWh $0.801 $0.804 $(0.003) (0.4)% 

 
The ISO recovers its revenue requirement through the unbundled GMC.  Each 
unbundled service has corresponding rates paid by users of that service.  Determining 
the rates follows this formula of calculating the costs associated with each of these 
services and then dividing those figures by the forecasted billing determinant volume for 
each service.  The result is a rate per unit of use.  Section X of this document outlines 
the determination of GMC rates.     
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I I.  BUDGET OVERVIEW  

This budget package provides an overview of and detail about the 2013 cost of service 
that consists of the following: 

 

 operating and maintenance (O&M) budget (sections III thru V)  

 debt service costs (section VI) 

 capital and project funding (section VII) 

 other revenues and expense recoveries (section VIII) 

 revenue credit from operating reserve account (section IX). 
 
The O&M budget, the primary focus of this report, is the largest of these components 
and consists of the costs incurred for ongoing operations.  The O&M budget of $162.9 
million in 2013 is $141,000 less than 2012.  The O&M budget presentation is in three 
views as noted below: 
 

 by process — such as support customers and stakeholders (section III) 

 by resource — such as salaries (section IV)  

 by division — such as the Operations Division (section V). 
 
Debt service costs are the principal and interest payments related to the ISO series 
2008A and series 2009A bonds, and a 25 percent debt service reserve collection.  The 
ISO issued in June 2008 fixed rate bonds that funded 2008 to 2010 capital expenditures 
and retired the existing variable rate demand bonds.  During 2009, the ISO issued 
bonds to build a new headquarters facility in Folsom, California.  Bond proceeds funded 
debt service during the building’s development stage in 2009 through part of 2011.  
Total debt service to be collected in the 2013 revenue requirement decreased by $3.8 
million to $42.5 million in 2013.   
 
The ISO fully occupied its new headquarters and campus in mid-January 2011; its 
completion came in ahead of schedule and under budget. The building budget was 
$160.0 million and the final costs came in $14.7 million lower.  To date, the ISO has 
received 11 different design and project awards as well as the top Platinum rating from 
the U.S. Green Building Council as part of its Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) certification program.  Designed to be as green as possible, the ISO 
headquarters is one of just 260 LEED Platinum certified facilities worldwide. 
 
Capital and project requirements for 2013 are budgeted for approximately $19.5 million. 
Cash funded capital included in the revenue requirement is $24.0 million and any 
excess after the utilization of any remaining bond funds will be carried over to fund 
future years’ capital requirements. Collecting capital as a component of the revenue 
requirement avoids additional costs of tax-exempt debt financing, including debt 
issuance costs, interest expense and the 25 percent debt service reserve.  Total capital 
spending for 2013 is budgeted primarily for systems development related to expanding 
market capabilities and integrating renewable resources. 
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Other revenues and expense recoveries are offsets to the revenue requirement; such 
transactions include interest income, billings for large generator interconnection studies, 
forecast fees collected from intermittent resources and path operator fees for the 
California-Oregon Intertie. 

 
In any year that the ISO operating reserve account exceeds 15 percent of the 
prospective year's O&M budget, the excess reduces the revenue requirement for the 
coming year. For 2013, the ISO forecasts a credit from the operating reserve account of 
$25.5 million.   
 
A new rate design went into effect in 2012 that provides for three volumetric charges 
(and five transaction fees), as follows: 

 market services charge, which makes up 27 percent of the revenue requirement; 

 systems operations charge, which comprises 69 percent of the revenue 
requirement; 

 congestion revenue rights (CRR) services charge, which makes up 4 percent of 
the revenue requirement.   

 
The market services charge applies to MWh and MW of awarded supply and demand in 
the ISO markets.  The systems operations charge applies to MWh of metered supply 
and demand in the ISO controlled grid.  The CRR services charge applies to MWh of 
congestion. 

Budget Guidance  

The ISO held a budget kick off meeting with stakeholders in June 2012, seeking input 
on the budget goals.  The feedback reinforced the Company’s vision for the 2013 
budget development.  Guidance provided for developing the 2013 revenue requirement 
called for each ISO division to develop an O&M budget consistent with the five-year 
strategic plan that collectively does not increase the overall O&M budget.   
 
The overall ISO budget results in a revenue requirement under the $199 million 
threshold that triggers a review filing with federal regulators.  The budget achieves the 
goals outlined above and funds ISO operations and initiatives as set forth in the 
company’s five-year strategic plan.   

   
The Board in September provided feedback on the preliminary budget. The preliminary 
budget then posted to the ISO website for stakeholder review.  The stakeholders 
discussed the budget during a workshop on October 10, with discussion notes posted 
on the ISO website. There have been no written questions submitted by stakeholders. 
 

Strategic Outlook 

The ISO coordinates and advises state, regional and federal officials in shaping the 
policies to meet energy and environmental goals while enhancing and maintaining 
reliability.  Clean energy is already meeting policy goals with over 9,000 MW of 
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renewable resources now connected to the ISO grid, including 4,600 MW of wind.  Here 
is the ISO view of how demand, resources, and transmission will develop over the next 
decade: 
  

Demand:  
 

 Smart grid technologies, as well as electric rate design reform will provide 
additional opportunities for customers to install behind-the-meter devices 
and technologies that can present price signals but still allow users to 
respond, as they deem appropriate.  

 

 Demand response will play a major role in meeting peak power needs and 
managing intermittency of renewable resources. Price-driven demand 
response will be eligible to participate in the wholesale market, including 
ancillary service markets needed to support renewable integration.  

 
Resources: 
 

 Renewable energy will remain first in California's supply-side loading 
order.  

 

 Regional coordination expands to help green the grid, to increase sharing 
of resources in the West and to strengthen and enhance reliability.  

 
Transmission: 
 

 ISO planning and state permitting processes are coordinated to ensure 
that transmission infrastructure is available to achieve renewable resource 
goals.  

 

 Advanced transmission technologies, improved dispatch algorithms and 
enhanced system visibility leading to more efficient use of the grid.  

 

 Transmission owners will remain obligated to maintain safety and 
reliability, and upgrade network facilities.  

 
The ISO will maintain flexibility as a strategy for dealing with uncertainty in where, when 
and how much renewable resources are approved, sited and built.  For instance, the 
ISO interconnection study queue continues to signal that solar resources growth will 
outpace wind expansion by 2020, which means the ISO must increase grid flexibility 
and market operations to foresee and accommodate evolving infrastructure 
development patterns.   

Aligning with the Five-Year Strategic Plan 

The ISO is continuing in 2013 the focus begun in 2005 to contain or lower operating 
costs while improving services and enhancing the reliability of the California 
transmission grid.  This includes, for instance, strengthening compliance efforts without 
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adding costs.  It also includes performing the increased responsibilities and necessary 
planning to integrate the thousands of megawatts needed to meet the 33 percent 
Renewables Portfolio Standard. 
 
The 2013 budget aligns with the five-year strategic plan, which is the ISO’s primary 
roadmap to achieve organizational and operational objectives and goals.  The five-year 
strategic plan focuses on four strategies, as outlined below:   
 

1. Facilitate California’s transition to a smarter, cleaner, more reliable, and secure 
energy future — the ISO will provide independent analysis and perspective on 
what upgrades the grid needs, and when and where it needs them.  This includes 
developing new market mechanisms to encourage building resources with the 
operational flexibility, such as fast ramping, to support the grid’s increasing 
complexity.  
 

2. Ensure continued reliability during grid transformation — the ISO will work closely 
with state energy agencies to develop a long-term energy procurement policies 
that ensure reliability across all areas of the grid.  This includes ensuring existing 
generation facilities necessary to support renewable resource integration has the 
financial support they need to remain in the market as well as encouraging 
innovation, such as flexible storage, demand response and flexible generation. 

 
3. Strengthen California’s global leadership commitment to renewable, responsible 

and reliable electricity — the ISO has the duty to provide an independent 
perspective on what it takes to reliably operate the grid while the industry 
complies with the state’s multiple energy and environmental mandates.  
Providing greater transparency for agency and public input into our planning 
processes will create new opportunities for policy coordination. 
 

4. Explore opportunities for regional collaboration and focused technological 
innovation — the ISO encourages the rapid deployment of advanced 
technologies, such as synchrophasors, that provide near instant snapshots of 
grid conditions and faster ways to coordinate responses to manage devices such 
as energy storage and electric vehicles. 
 

The full five-year strategic plan is posted on the ISO website. 
 
The Reliable Power For A Renewable Future: 2012-2016 Strategic Plan contains the 
refined vision of moving the corporation forward and is supported by initiatives to further 
flesh out the ISO strategy, while the budget explains how the Corporation funds and 
allocates its resources to support its business plans.  ISO management and staff 
created a 2013 budget that supports the strategic plan with the right mix of talent, skills 
and financial resources to be effective and successful.   
 
Aligning the strategic planning process more closely with budget planning reveals with 
greater transparency how ISO resources are used and the costs associated with 
business and operational activities.  This, in turn, enables management to better assess 
the value of corporate projects and processes and determine whether they are under or 
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over resourced.  The ISO is also scrutinizing day-to-day expenses in an effort to ensure 
the most effective use of budgeted resources. 
 
The ISO leadership is actively involved with defining and nurturing a corporate culture of 
cost-consciousness while enhancing services but not adding costs.  Stakeholders also 
participate in ISO governance by engaging in policy and tariff stakeholder processes 
that weigh and balance costs and reliability issues. 
 
Not only is the ISO vigilant in containing costs, it also places a high emphasis on 
managing corporate resources in a smart and prudent manner that results in effective 
and efficient productivity.   
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I II.  PROCESS V IEW  

The ISO initiated activity based costing in the fall of 2009 and since then has further 
leveraged the system to provide greater transparency and granularity in how the budget 
supports corporate business plans.  All employees are now charging time to second 
level processes. Costs for the activities were derived using the actual time reported by 
employees for the end-to-end process for a sample period in 2012.  Those percentages 
were applied to the 2013 budget and then aggregated into the six summary activities 
described below. This budget reports the cost centers in the following buckets: 
 

 Support customers 
and stakeholders 
— client, account 
and stakeholder 
processes, 
government affairs 
and 
communications; 
 

 Develop markets 
and infrastructure 
— regulatory, 
market, policy and 
product design and 
transmission 
planning, grid 
asset reviews and 
interconnection 
studies;  
 

 Operate markets 
and grid — 
manage and operate 
the markets including modeling, setup, and settlements;  
 

 Manage human capabilities — employee lifecycle, training and organizational 
development; 
 

 Support business services — general, information technology, financial, legal  
and compliance support services; and 
 

 Plan and manage business — strategic planning, governance, budgeting and 
project management 
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We allocated division costs into the end-to-end processes as follows: 

 

 

 

The ISO Board has approved three formal corporate initiatives for 2012 with eight 
associated goals.  They are as follows: 

1. Excellence in Grid and Market Operations 
 

 Goal 1 - sustain improved compliance levels by reducing incidents that 
affect grid reliability and violations of reliability standards. 
 

 Goal 2 - improve load and renewable generation forecasting 
 

 Goal 3 - improve real-time market performance by enhancing tools and 
processes to minimize the number of price corrections and manual 
dispatch interventions. 
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2. Infrastructure and Market Development 
 

 Goal 4 - facilitate renewable generation development by creating new 
policies and processes 
 

 Goal 5 - ensure reliable renewable resource integrations as well as 
complying with the state’s clean water rule (once-through cooling).  

 
3. Organizational Effectiveness 

 

 Goal 6 - implement a proactive customer service system that improves 
transparency and service.  
 

 Goal 7 - complete critical market and technology projects that enhance 
functionality 
 

 Goal 8 - demonstrate fiscal responsibility by maintaining actual operating 
and maintenance expenses compared to 2012 budget. 

 
Each corporate goal has associated initiatives that will develop the relevant policies, 
processes and services.  Working these initiatives in a cross-functional and multi-
disciplinary manner will allow the ISO to synergize its talent and optimize results. 

Support Customers and Stakeholders 

Support Customers and 
Stakeholders, amounting to $8.7 
million and 33 staff, consists of 
the efforts produced by three 
divisions: Market Design and 
Infrastructure Development, 
Technology, and Policy and Client 
Services.  The ISO is solid in its 
commitment to provide the 
highest quality of service to its 
customers, market participants 
and stakeholders.  This includes 
resolving customer issues in a 
timely manner and streamlining 
access to market information 
when possible. 
 
Primary Activities  
This process promotes improving the overall business experience with the ISO as well 
as sharing clear and consistent corporate information.  Besides surpassing previous 
goals to resolve inquiries quickly and encouraging quality dialogue between the ISO and 
its key customers, this activity provides the framework to make improvements in the 
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stakeholder processes as well as build proactive outreach to new market participants 
that in turns encourages their active participation in the ISO market.   
Another effort includes improving government affairs activities to more effectively share 
ISO technical expertise and communicate advice to government and regulatory bodies 
to advance policies and mandates that also protect grid reliability.   

Develop Markets and Develop Infrastructure  

Develop Markets and Develop Infrastructure are two separate processes that cover ISO 
activities that create value-added enhancements to the market design as well as 
proactively plan and facilitate grid upgrades, such as those needed to reliably integrate 
renewable resources. 
 
Develop Markets  
Develop markets, amounting to $5.8 million and 23 staff, is comprised of elements from 
four divisions:  the Market Monitoring department of the CEO division, Market 
Infrastructure and Development, Legal and Administrative and Policy and Client 
Services. This activity includes improving our abilities to review and analyze the 
efficiency and quality of market results, as well as identifying needed market design 

enhancements that increase 
efficiencies and transparency.   
 
Among the initiatives under 
this banner are ones that are 
building the business and 
operational framework that 
accommodates demand 
response and renewable 
resources, including distributed 
generation, and storage 
technologies participation in 
the ISO market.  
 
Develop Infrastructure  
Develop infrastructure, 
amounting to $10.3 million and 
50 staff, is comprised of four 
divisions: Market Infrastructure 

and Development, Operations, 
Legal and Administrative, and Policy and Client Services.  The budget supports a 
comprehensive approach to transmission and generation interconnection planning that 
considers reliability and public policy needs. 
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Operate Markets and Grid  

There are three end-to-end processes that make up Operate Markets and Grid: Manage 
Market and Reliability Data and Modeling, Manage Markets and Grid, and Manage 
Operations Support and Settlements.   
 
Manage Market and Reliability Data and Modeling 
Manage Market and Reliability Data 
and Modeling, amounting to $12.7 
million and 63 staff, is primarily 
comprised of the Operations 
division with elements of 
Technology, Legal and 
Administrative, and Policy and 
Client Services divisions.   
 
The ISO diligently checks and 
rechecks its network modeling 
policies and protocols to reduce 
as much as possible out-of-
market energy dispatches, assure 
models reflect all grid constraints 
and produce timely and accurate 
prices.  
 
Manage Markets and Grid  
Manage Markets and Grid, amounting 
to $28.1 million and 110 staff, is primarily comprised of the Operations division with 
elements of the Technology division.  A challenging ISO responsibility is to manage 
transmission and generation outages, especially those that are unplanned, as it takes 
expertise honed in split-second decision-making situations to ensure continuous flow of 
power to all customers.  Managing the market includes executing the day-ahead market 
and interchange scheduling to make sure all local energy needs are met and the power 
is delivered at the most reasonable cost possible. 
 
Manage Operations Support and Settlements 
Manage Operations Support and Settlements, amounting to $8.8 million and 52 staff, is 
mostly comprised of Operations along with four other divisions: the Market Monitoring 
department of the CEO division, Market Infrastructure and Development, Technology, 
and Legal and Administrative.  The budget provides the resources that result in creating 
new market efficiencies.  This effort includes lowering the financial risk of participating in 
the wholesale market that in turn lowers the cost of doing business with the ISO.  The 
lower cost translates into less overhead for ISO customers who can pass the savings to 
ratepayers. 
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Manage Human Capabilities  

Manage Human Capabilities, amounting to $5.9 million and 16 staff, is mostly 
comprised of the Human Resources division with elements of the Technology division. It 
consists of five primary end-to-end processes that combine to ensure the ISO attracts 
and retains the skills and talent necessary to achieve business objectives.  The 
processes are compensation, benefits, recruitment, training and development, and 
employee relations. 

 
The budget provides resources to 
support the Company’s ability to 
attract and retain uniquely skilled 
and highly sought-after 
professionals by continually 
assessing the quality of 
compensation and benefit 
packages.  The benefits menu 
reflects creative cost containment 
measures while at the same time 
preserving the competitive 
options needed to meet the 
needs of a diverse employee 
population.   
 
Developing the next ISO 

generation of equipped with the 
knowledge, skills and expertise to 

meet the increasingly complex challenges of today and the future remains a top 
corporate priority. The budget provides resources to ensure employees not only grow in 
their jobs but also increase their value to the corporation.   
 
In addition, the budget provides resources to support management and employees in 
maintaining a high-performance and respectful workplace environment where 
employees are highly engaged in pursuing their highest potential as well as contributing 
to the success of the corporation.   

Support Business Services 

Support Business Services, amounting to $71.4 million and 227 staff, is comprised of 
elements of six divisions: the Market Monitoring department of the CEO division, Market 
and Infrastructure Development, Technology, Operations, Legal and Administrative, and 
Policy and Client Relations.   
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This process provides the 
resources to improve the ISO’s 
ability to carry out its business 
duties by developing well 
defined, measured and controlled 
processes (workflow and 
information technology), as well 
as nurturing disciplined business 
decision making, maintaining 
quality assurance and efficiently 
implementing enhancements.   
 
In addition, this process supports 
the initiatives that improve and 
maintain a responsive and 
effective compliance culture.      

Plan and Manage Business 

The Plan and Manage Business process, amounting to $11.2 million and 27 staff, is 
comprised of five divisions:  CEO, Technology, Operations, Legal and Administrative, 
and Policy and Client Services.   
 
The ISO measures every process, 
project or policy against identified 
benefits.  This activity finds support 
in part by aligning the strategic 
planning process with budget 
planning, as outlined in Section II: 
Aligning with the Strategic Plan.   
 
It is the budget process that drives 
revenue requirement needs, which 
then translates into the rates 
charged to scheduling coordinators 
and other market participants. 
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IV.  ISO  RESOURCE UTILIZATION  

This section deals with the resources consumed in the O&M budget to accomplish 
strategic objectives and goals.  The 2012 budget reflects certain reclassifications made 
to conform to the 2013 presentation.  The chart below shows the major resource 
components.   

  

Staffing 

To operate the grid, the ISO depends on its highly educated employees, which makes 
staff a critically important resource with salaries and benefits comprising 71 percent of 
the 2013 O&M budget and 70 percent of the 2012 O&M budget. 

 
The staffing plan concentrates on attracting and retaining the best and brightest 
individuals in the industry, and, at times, the ISO revises the organizational structure to 
help the ISO keep pace with changing resource needs.  The Company also makes 
periodic organizational changes to align resources to focus on the important matters 
identified in the five-year strategic plan, and better reflect end-to-end business 
processes.   
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The staffing level for 2013 is 601 employees (which include operators in training); the 
staffing level remains unchanged from 2012.  As of the end of October 2012, there are 
589 full time employees.  As that equals 98 percent of the budgeted staffing level, the 
2013 budget makes no provision for vacancies.  A summary of the budgeted headcount 
for 2013 and 2012 is as follows: 209 

 

Projected Staffing Levels 
2013 

Budget 
2012 

Budget 
Change 

Chief Executive Officer 16 16 - 

Human Resources 16 15 1 

Market and Infrastructure Development 76 75 1 

Technology 191 191 - 

Operations 205 207 (2) 

General Counsel and Administration 60 60 - 

Policy and Client Services 37 37 - 
 

Gross headcount 601 601 - 

Less Program Office staff included in capital (5) (5) - 
 

Net headcount 596 596 - 

 
Staffing costs increased $1.5 million, or 1 percent, for a total of $115.0 million in 2013 
from $113.5 million in 2012.     
 
Staffing Related to Capital  
 
As in past years, the costs of ISO staff dedicated full-time to capital projects have been 
removed from the O&M budget, and will be charged to capital projects, which are 
funded separately.  The capitalized staff amounted to five full-time staff in the Program 
Office department of the Technology division.  Other staff engaged in capital projects 
are budgeted in their respective cost centers, but will be capitalized for the financial 
statements that are prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles. 
 
Compensation Structure 
 
The 2013 compensation budget includes funding for employee base salaries, benefits 
and payroll taxes, as well as other compensation elements, such as overtime and 
performance compensation, and related costs such as relocation and tuition 
reimbursement.  The budget also includes funds for 2013 salary adjustments for merit, 
equity and market adjustments, as well as for increased healthcare costs.  These costs 
have been budgeted for each position.   
 
In setting the annual merit, equity and market adjustments budget, the Human 
Resources division participates in salary surveys that qualified third party vendors 
confidentially administer to gather information on competitive market pay rates.  The 
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ISO ability to attract and retain talent with the necessary skills and knowledge is directly 
linked to our ability to maintain competitive pay practices.   
 
The total compensation packages provided to employees include performance 
compensation with payouts in the subsequent year based on individual and corporate 
performance.   A summary of the components of compensation is as follows ($ in 
millions): 
 

Compensation Components With Benefit Burden  
2013 

Budget 
2012 

Budget 
Change 

Base compensation  $94.7 $92.8 $1.9 

Overtime (includes structured overtime for grid operators) 6.4 6.9 (0.5) 

Performance compensation 12.3 12.2 0.1 

Other 1.6 1.6 - 
    

Total $115.0 $113.5 $1.5 

 

To fund the benefits, employee benefits are budgeted at 36 percent of salary costs as 
summarized in the table below.  The percentage applied for employee benefits, or the 
benefit burden, remains unchanged from 2012.  Management will enter into contracts 
with selected vendors to ensure these benefits are available to eligible employees with 
the costs primarily depending on employee population levels and participation.   
 
The 36 percent benefits burden is broken down as follows: 

 

Benefit Obligation ISO Cost Components Rate 

Health and Welfare plans Medical, 
Dental and Vision 

Medical, dental and vision; life, accidental death and 
long-term disability insurance; state unemployment 
insurance; and worker’s compensation 

13% 

Retirement Benefit Plans Retirement Savings Benefit Plan 401(k); Federal 
social security and Medicare; executive retirement 
plans; and Retiree Medical Benefit Plan 

22% 

Other obligations Administration related costs 1% 
 

Total Burden 36% 

Occupancy and Equipment Leases  

Occupancy and equipment lease costs decreased by $4.1 million from $8.1 million in 
2012 to $4.0 million in 2013.  These costs make up approximately 2 percent of the 2013 
budget and 5 percent of the 2012 budget.  
 
Facility leases decreased by $2.3 million, or 75 percent, as the original Folsom, 
California leases expired in 2012.   
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Facility operating costs 
decreased by 
$663,000, or 19 
percent, to $2.9 million 
in 2013 from $3.6 
million in 2012.  The 
decrease is due to 
fewer buildings 
requiring maintenance 
and elimination of 
related property taxes 
beginning in 2013.   
 
Equipment and 
equipment leases 
decreased by $1.2 
million, or 78 percent, 
because of the 
expiration of data 
storage leases in 2012. 

Telecommunications and Hardware and Software Maintenance Costs      

Telecommunications and hardware and software maintenance costs increased 
$416,000, or 3 percent, to $15.6 million compared to $15.2 million in 2012. These costs 
make up approximately 10 percent of the 2013 budget and 9 percent of the 2012 
budget.   
 
Telecommunication 
costs increased 
$181,000, or 3 percent, 
to $6.0 million in 2013 
compared to $5.8 
million in 2012 
because of increased 
network costs. 
  
Hardware maintenance 
costs decreased by 
$1.8 million, or 60 
percent, over the 2012 
budget while the 
software maintenance 
costs increased by 
$2.0 million, or 32 
percent.  The changes 
to the budgets are 
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primarily a result of the alignment of maintenance costs into their respective categories.   

Consultants and Contract Staff 

Consulting and contract staff costs increased by $1.0 million to $11.8 million in 2013 
from $10.8 million in 2012.   Whereas this is a 10 percent increase over the 2012 
budget, it represents a 25 percent decrease over the last 5 years.  The consulting and 
contract staff budgets make up 7 percent of the 2013 and 2012 budgets.    
 
This increase is in support of a number of efforts that require outside resources.  These 
efforts include regional collaboration, renewable integration, compliance, project 
development, facilities and physical security assistance, grid operations, and process 
documentation.  
 
The ISO evaluates on an ongoing basis how to fulfill its responsibilities in a manner that 
is cost effective while providing the highest service quality, whether this is through hiring 
full-time employees or using outside resources (contractors, consultants or temporary 
staff).  At times, the Company may bring in-house work previously performed by 
contractors when the work is of an ongoing nature and can be performed at lower 
overall cost and with the same or better service quality.  See additional discussion 
under Section VII.   

Outsourced Contracts and Professional Fees  

Outsourced contracts and professional fees increased by $1.0 million, or 12 percent, to 
$9.4 million in 2013.  The budget category makes up 6 percent of the 2013 budget and 
5 percent of the 2012 budget.   
 
Professional fees 
increased $1.5 million, 
or 35 percent, to $5.9 
million in 2013 from 
$4.4 million in 2012.  
The increase is in 
support of outside legal 
counsel costs. The 
primary driver is 
additional litigation at 
the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission 
(FERC).   
Outsourced and other 
contracts combined 
decreased $595,000, or 
14 percent, to $3.5 million 
in 2013 from $4.1 million in 2012.  Major outsourced contracts include locational 
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marginal price validation, weather and wind forecasting, and credit rating services. The 
intermittent resources pay forecasting revenues budgeted at $1.6 million in 2013 and 
$1.7 million in 2012, which are included in miscellaneous revenues to offset the related 
forecasting costs. 

Training, Travel and Other Costs  

Training, travel and other costs increased $147,000, or 2 percent, to $7.1 million in 2013 
from $7.0 million in 2012. These costs make up approximately 4 percent of the 2013 
and 2012 budgets.   
 
Insurance premiums 
remain at $2.0 million 
in 2013; this is the 
result of fewer 
locations to insure and 
cost management. 
 
Transportation and 
travel increased 
$232,000, or 17 
percent, to $1.6 million 
in 2013 from $1.4 
million in 2012.   
 
Training fees and 
supplies decreased 
$62,000, or 5 percent, 
to $1.2 million in 2013.  
 
Professional dues and 
other costs (primarily bank fees, office supplies and meeting costs) decreased $26,000, 
or 1 percent, to $2.2 million in 2013. 
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Reconciliation with 2012 O&M Budget 

The 2013 proposed O&M budget decreased by $141,000, or less than 0.1 percent, to 
$162.9 million compared to $163.0 million in 2012.  A reconciliation of the change 
follows ($ in millions): 

  

2012 O&M Budget $163.0 
 

Increases in the budget 

Merit increases  1.9 

Increase in legal fees 1.5 

Increase in consultants and contract staff 1.0 

Increase in hardware and software maintenance costs 0.2 

Increase in telecommunication and network costs 0.2 

Increase in transportation and travel costs 0.2 

Increase in other costs 0.2 

Net increases in the budget 5.2 
 

Decreases in the budget 

Reduction in facility operating expenses and facility leases (3.0) 

Reduction in equipment leases (1.2) 

Reduction in other contracts and services (0.6) 

Projected decrease in overtime (0.5) 

Net decreases in the budget (5.3) 
 

Proposed 2013 O&M Budget $162.9 
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V.   ISO  D IVISIONAL BUDGET OVERVIEWS  

Each corporate division provides a description of their department, functions, staffing 
and proposed budget.  The divisions are presented in the following order: 
 

 Chief Executive Officer  

 Human Resources 

 Market and Infrastructure Planning 

 Technology 

 Operations 

 Legal and Administrative  

 Policy and Client Services 

The 2013 proposed budget of $162.9 million is $141,000, or less than 0.1 percent, less 
than the 2012 budget of $163.0 million. The Technology and Operations divisions 
account for 36 percent and 27 percent, respectively, of the 2013 O&M budget while the 
Legal and Administrative division comprises 14 percent.  The Market and Infrastructure 
Development division accounts for 10 percent, the Policy and Client Services division 
accounts for 6 percent, the Human Resources division accounts for 4 percent, and the 
Chief Executive Officer division makes up 3 percent.  Staffing remains unchanged from 
2012 at 601. 
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In November, the ISO formed a new division called Market Quality and Renewable 
Integration Division. It consolidates market performance review functions previously split 
across the Technology and Operations divisions within the organization and sharpens 
the ISO’s focus on price analysis while increasing transparency and confidence in 
market results. The division is responsible for conducting generation fleet studies that 
test whether there is adequate “flexible capacity” installed to meet future electricity 
needs.  Along with performing and reporting in-depth market analysis, the new division 
employs advanced demand and supply forecasting technology to give the Company an 
edge when maximizing the needs of the grid through the competitive energy market we 
run.  As this Division is in the initial stages of being organized, the budget discussed 
herein remains unchanged. The overall O&M budget will not be affected because the 
costs will be coming from the other divisions. 
 
There were some other minor organization changes made during 2012.  With the 
creation of the new business units and the general ISO goal to optimize efforts, some 
staff members were transferred among and within the divisions.  The 2012 budget 
reflects these changes to be comparable with the 2013 budget. 

Chief Executive Officer Division                                                 
(including Department of Market Monitoring) 

The division comprises of the office of the Chief Executive Officer and the Department 
of Market Monitoring.   
 
The Department of Market 
Monitoring (DMM) provides 
independent oversight and 
analysis of the ISO markets by 
identifying design flaws, 
potential rule violations and 
market power abuses.   
 
The department is staffed with 
highly skilled analysts with 
advanced degrees in 
economics and engineering 
who publish quarterly and 
annual reports on market 
issues and performance as well 
as periodic ad-hoc reports.  
The market monitoring group is 
active in shaping policies to help 
establish provisions to ensure market efficiency and mitigate the exercise of market 
power, especially with new market features and services that facilitate the integration of 
renewable resources. 
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During 2012, the DMM placed a major emphasis on implementing and monitoring 
significant enhancements to the automated local market power mitigation mechanisms 
incorporated in the ISO market software. In 2013, the DMM will continue to focus 
closely on the monitor market performances and behaviors, the second phase of local 
market power mitigation implementation, and continue to provide input and review on 
major design initiatives. 
 
Discussion of Proposed Budget 
 
 The 2013 proposed 
budget of $4.8 
million remains 
substantially 
unchanged from  
2012.  The 2013 
budget is $28,000, or 
1 percent, less than 
the 2012 budget.   
Staffing remained 
the same in 2013 at 
16.  
 
Personnel costs 
decreased $53,000.  
Consultants and 
contract staff 
decreased $17,000, 
or 2 percent.  
Training, travel, and 
other costs 
increased $40,000, or 
21 percent, primarily due to the need for additional subscription services.  

Human Resources Division 

 
The Human Resources division establishes the policies, programs and “people” 
strategies that enable the Corporation to attract and retain the uniquely talented 
professionals needed to operate the company and meet its objectives. 
 
In addition to managing the division with best practices, Human Resources will in 2013 
advance the corporate focus on developing the next generation of ISO people.  
Ensuring the organization has the right people with the right skills in all jobs is key given 
the United States Department of Labor prediction of diminishing resource pools in 
engineering and other technical fields, and the global explosion of smart grid 
investments.  ISO technical staff is extremely marketable and sought after as the 
competition for highly qualified people intensifies.  At the same time, increasingly 
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complex market systems, 
technological change and 
demanding operational needs  
require the ISO to keep staff skills 
up to date and on the forefront of 
technology. 
 
Our integrated approach to 
developing the next generation of 
ISO people in 2013 includes 
dedicated focus on five key areas: 
enhancing the knowledge and 
skills of existing staff; continuing to 
develop technical experts; 
strengthening leadership and 
managerial capabilities; retaining 
and recruiting targeted skills for 
critical areas; and sustaining an 
engaging workplace environment.    Subject matter experts including economists, 
transmission engineers, market planners, and IT professionals receive targeted training 
via the ISO Academy and other venues.  Power systems operators will participate in 
enhanced training simulations to master new tools and evolving technologies.  
Mentoring and coaching for leaders and managers will continue with executive-level 
sponsorships.   Human Resources will recruit externally for expertise in emerging areas 
and to fill skill and knowledge gaps to supplement the ISO mentoring efforts.  We take 
our reputation as an employer of choice seriously and will continue to ensure our 
workplace supports 
every team member 
in achieving 
excellence.   
 
Discussion of 
Proposed Budget 
 
The 2013 proposed 
budget of $5.7 
million is $200,000, 
or 4 percent, higher 
than the 2012 
budget of $5.5 
million. Staffing 
increased by one in 
2013 to 16.  
  
Salaries and 
benefits increased 
by $194,000, which 
includes additional 
salary for new staff 
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to handle added responsibilities and merit increases.  Consultants and contract staff 
increased $70,000, or 30 percent, because of the need for additional contracted 
services for compliance support.  Travel, training, and other costs decreased $50,000, 
or 5 percent.  

Market and Infrastructure Development 

The Market and Infrastructure Development division develops a forward-looking, 
comprehensive and fully compliant transmission plan in addition to activities that 
develops policies and rules that facilitate a robust market, support the state’s resource 
adequacy program, align with generator interconnection studies and support renewable 
resource integration analysis.  Other responsibilities include performing seasonal 
operating studies, maintaining operating procedures, supporting real-time operations, 
and coordinating with neighboring balancing authorities on engineering operational 
issues.  
 
Ongoing duties include developing policy positions on regulatory issues and 
responsibility for over 2,700 ISO regulatory contracts, including their negotiation, 
drafting and administration.   
 
This division provides subject 
expertise and regulatory support to 
state regulators implementing 
legislative mandates such as 
greenhouse gases, increasing 
demand response participation in 
the wholesale market and setting 
capacity requirements.  It also 
provides technical support to the 
Market Services group on 
congestion revenue rights and to 
the Market Operations group, both 
of which are in the Operations 
division, on full network modeling 
capabilities.   
 
The Market and Infrastructure 
Policy Department is responsible 
for designing market rules and 
mechanisms, including those 
mandated by federal regulators for enhancement, expanding opportunities for demand 
response resources to participate in the wholesale markets, real-time dispatch and 
pricing rules for constrained generation.   
 
The Market Analysis and Development Department monitors the market, identifies 
systemic issues, and develops conceptual solutions to address them.  The department 
holds a stakeholder Web conference about every six weeks that provides updates and 
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observations on market performance with an emphasis on coordinating plans with 
stakeholders to implement market enhancements, services and features.  The outreach 
reflects ISO efforts to improve its communications with stakeholders and encourage 
feedback. 
 
The division as a whole is focusing a substantial amount of resources in developing the 
rules and mechanisms to integrate renewable resources.  Progress is being made on 
related initiatives that include meeting goals to advance smart grid technology, 
distributed resources and renewable resources integration.  In addition, the division’s 
work on transforming the transmission planning and generator interconnection 
processes has resulted in a new process that substantially helps meeting state 
renewable portfolio standard targets as well as maintaining reliability  during the major 
shift of diversifying the state’s generation fleet with green fuels such as wind and solar.   
 
Discussion of Proposed Budget 
 
The 2013 
proposed budget 
of $16.7 million is 
$743,000 (or 5 
percent) higher 
than the 2012 
budget of $15.9 
million. Staffing 
increased by one 
in 2013 to 76. 
 
Personnel costs 
increased 
$462,000, which 
includes additional 
salary for new staff 
and merit 
increases. 
Maintenance costs 
increased $25,000 
due to inclusion of 
division specific 
software maintenance costs.  Consulting and contract staff costs increased by 
$250,000, or 37 percent, primarily because of additional support for renewable 
integration. Travel, training, and other costs decreased by $6,800, or 1 percent. 

Technology 

The Technology division encompasses Information Technology, Campus Operations, 
and the Project Office.  The division provides reliable, cost efficient and world-class 
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services that deliver exceptional system performance and new functionalities that 
support corporate goals and objectives.   
 
The division’s priorities in 2013 are as follows: 
 

 to make incremental technology improvements, especially for market and 
reliability operations; 
 

 to proactively identify system problems and to fix them; and 
 

 to predict system vulnerabilities and strengthen them before they become 
problems.  

 
The Technology division is 
the ISO foundation that 
supports the many changes 
needed to integrate 
renewable resources and 
has key initiatives directly 
related to facilitating new 
generation and 
transmission construction in 
California.  
 
In the mid- to long-term 
future, the division is 
developing plans to make 
network architectural 
changes so that ISO 
systems are easier to 
maintain, reduce 
maintenance costs and 
leverage technologies to 
improve cost effectiveness.  
 
The Program Office Department leads and manages key initiatives and projects that 
focus on enhancing customer service and processes.  Core functions include release 
planning, program management for the Strategic Plan and the market initiatives 
roadmap.  All Program Office efforts have a strong process and quality focus based on 
Project Management Institute and Capability Maturity Model Integration standards. 
 
The Smart Grid Technologies and Strategy Department leads the ISO effort to identify 
emerging technologies, which also includes better leveraging mature technologies that 
enhance grid efficiencies and monitoring capabilities.  These technologies are critical in 
enabling the ISO to interconnect and manage the variability of renewable resources. 
 
The Power Systems Technology Development Department is responsible for reviewing 
and approving technical requirements, software design, and tests the scheduling 
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infrastructure business rules, integrated forward market, real-time markets, and market 
quality service applications.  This department is also responsible for developing, 
reviewing, and approving technical requirements, software design, and testing 
advanced applications, such as on line and look-ahead voltage stability analysis, 
dynamic stability analysis applications, and advanced market operator training 
simulator.  Working with the Policy, Operations, and Program Office, the department 
makes sure that project implementation plans are feasible. 
 
The Campus Operations Department manages ISO buildings and infrastructure that 
supports a safe, efficient and comfortable work environment.  In 2012, Campus 
Operation minimized costs while it learned to better operate and maintain the ISO’s 
277,000 square foot LEED certified building that sits on 27 acres. 
 
Discussion of Proposed Budget 
 
The 2013 
proposed budget 
of $58.8 million is 
a reduction of 
$2.9 million (or 5 
percent) over the 
2012 budget of 
$61.7 million. 
Staffing remained 
the same in 2013 
at 191. 
  
Personnel costs 
increased 
$315,000, which 
reflects merit 
increases offset 
by decreased 
overtime. Facility 
leases decreased 
by $2.3 million, or 
75 percent, as 
the original 
Folsom, California leases expired in 2012. Facility operating costs decreased by 
$663,000, or 19 percent, to $2.9 million in 2013 from $3.6 million in 2012.  The 
decrease is the result of fewer buildings requiring maintenance and elimination of 
related property taxes beginning in 2013.  Equipment and equipment leases decreased 
by $1.2 million, or 78 percent, because of the expiration of data storage leases in 2012. 
Telecommunication costs increased $181,000, or 3 percent, to $6.0 million in 2013 
compared to $5.8 million in 2012 because of increased network costs. Hardware 
maintenance costs decreased by $1.8 million, or 60 percent, over the 2012 budget while 
the software maintenance costs increased by $2.0 million, or 32 percent.  The changes 
to the maintenance budgets are primarily a result of the alignment of maintenance costs 
into their respective categories.  Consulting and contract staff costs increased by 
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$440,000, or 10 percent, to support project development and additional facilities costs. 
Travel, training, and other costs increased by $85,000, or 4 percent. 

Operations 

The Operations division main mission is the reliable operation of the power grid, 
markets and operations support.  It is comprised of Systems Operations, Operations 
Engineering Services, Market Services, and Operations Compliance and Control. 
 
The power system is undergoing a dramatic evolution to accommodate an increasing 
amount of renewable and distributed resources connecting to the grid, as well as having 
to manage rising levels of imports and exports and the participation of demand 
resources in the wholesale market.   
 
In addition, new reliability 
standards affect how the 
ISO reliably operates the 
grid.  With advanced tools, 
the division will proactively 
manage the changing profile 
and characteristics of the 
power system and 
generation fleet changes, 
which includes managing the 
variability of renewable 
resources.  The major 
vehicle for this activity is the 
ISO control center that 
boasts awarding winning 
geospatial technology and 
advanced visualization 
capabilities.  The center’s 
pioneering technologies 
provide grid operators a 
more granular view of grid 
conditions and the ability to 
identify potential problems with the capability to solve them in advance of real time.  The 
Systems Operations Department operates the forward and real-time markets in a 
manner that delivers the most cost effective energy to California consumers while 
maintaining grid reliability. 
 
The professionals staffing the Systems Operations and Operations Engineering 
Services Departments are highly skilled in using the advanced technologies and tools 
necessary to reliably operate the grid and facilitate efficient markets in complex 
environments while evolving the grid to meet policy goals.  
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The Market Services Department performs the market settlement function as well as 
metering.  It implements market enhancements that produce transparent, consistent 
and efficient operations as well as ones that reduce the settlement timeline that achieve 
greater market efficiencies.  
 
The Operations Compliance and Control Department has focused on updating its 
procedures as well as establishing new levels of training.  That includes creating an 
operations simulator, which is a smaller replica of the control room, which provides 
essential life-like and hands on experience in operating the grid.    Continuing a plan 
began in 2011 and 2012, the department is developing more sophisticated training 
policies that empower its staff to successfully operate in a more complex and technical 
operating environment.   
 
Discussion of Proposed Budget 
 
The 2013 proposed budget of $44.7 million remains the same as the 2012 budget.  
Staffing decreased by two in 2013 from 207 to 205. 
 
Personnel costs 
of $39.7 million 
remained 
unchanged from 
the 2012 budget.  
The 2013 
personnel budget 
reflects a 
reduction in staff 
and a reduction 
in overtime offset 
by merit 
increases.  
Consulting and 
contract staff 
costs increased 
by $531,000, or 
33 percent, to 
support grid 
operations and 
process 
documentation. 
Outsourced and 
other contracts 
and professional 
fees decreased 
$543,000, or 20 
percent, because of a reduction in variable resource forecasting costs. The intermittent 
resources pay forecasting revenues, which are included in miscellaneous revenues to 
offset the related forecasting costs. Transportation, training and other costs increased 
$7,000, or 1 percent. 
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General Counsel and Chief Administrative Officer  

The Legal and Administrative division is comprised of the legal, corporate compliance, 
internal audit, business planning and operations, corporate secretary and finance 
departments.     
 
This division strives to 
provide high quality 
counsel throughout the 
organization, as well as 
ensure compliance with 
complex rules and 
regulations that govern the 
ISO.  The division’s 
expertise is integral in 
resolving complex matters 
found in all areas of the 
company’s business.  It 
represents the 
organization in regulatory 
and legal proceedings to 
protect the ISO interests 
and to ensure that the tariff 
and other legal 
requirements allow the 
company to meet its 
objectives. 
 
The Corporate Counsel 
department is responsible for managing key vendor contracts and other agreements, as 
well as providing counseling on corporate, employment, intellectual property, finance, 
tax, governance and other general legal matters including conflicts and ethics advice.       
 
The Regulatory Counsel department oversees legal and regulatory functions (including 
tariff amendments), state and federal regulatory matters, and litigation.  Its duties 
include working closely with policy development teams to create market, transmission 
and operations services and features that conform to existing tariffs, or work in parallel 
to draft, stakeholder and file tariff additions and modifications.  This work was especially 
important in 2012 in reforming the ISO transmission planning process and enhancing 
current rules on integrating renewable and storage technologies.  
 
The Tariff and Tariff Compliance department is primarily responsible for all tariff related 
activities including stakeholder processes and drafting amendments, interpretations, 
and compliance advice and investigations.  In addition, this department is responsible 
for regulatory contracts and their associated tariff amendments.  Highlights in 2012 
include working with subject matter experts in developing transmission, generation 
interconnection and demand response tariff amendments and updating the Tariff with 
new appendices that add, among other things, clarifications and greater transparency.   
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The Litigation and Mandatory Standards department oversees all state and federal court 
litigation, appellate work, adversarial proceedings, and other standards related matters.  
Its duties include managing work related to the pending crisis-era proceedings.   The 
department also advises the corporate compliance team regarding mandatory 
standards, investigations and regulatory audits. 
 
The Paralegal and Office Administration department provides paralegal, administrative 
and technical assistance to the legal department. 
 
Corporate Compliance department assesses and ensures business units are ready to 
implement new and revised reliability standards that ensure tariff compliance.  It 
diligently promotes a corporate culture of compliance with all laws and corporate 
policies.  This department also is responsible for corporate records management.   
 
The Internal Audit department is responsible for developing and implementing the 
annual internal plan and conducting audits to evaluate the effectiveness of management 
practices and controls.  This department also has the responsibility for the enterprise 
risk management assessment that feeds into the organization’s initiatives to mitigate 
identified risks.  
 
The Business Planning and Operations department is responsible for developing the 
strategic plan, developing and monitoring the yearly corporate goals, and oversight for 
all corporate policies and procedures. This department is also responsible for the 
management and maintenance of the corporate business process architecture (end-to-
end business processes) and works across the organization on business improvement 
projects, instilling a culture of continuous improvement and quality throughout the 
organization.  
 
The Corporate Secretary department coordinates Board-related matters that include 
communications, setting meeting agendas and reviewing Board-specific documents.  
This department is also responsible for maintaining the official corporate record.  
 
The Finance department consists of CFO and Treasury, Credit and Corporate 
Insurance, Accounting and Financial Reporting, Financial Planning and Analysis, and 
Procurement and Vendor Management.  The group’s mission is to provide high quality 
financial and procurement services to the ISO, its customers and vendors and to be 
recognized as an innovative, customer focused business partner across the 
organization. 
 
The Treasury and Credit departments are responsible for the cash and investment 
management of ISO resources, banking relationships, insurance, and the credit and 
collateral management function of the ISO markets. 

 
The Accounting and Financial Reporting department is responsible for implementing 
internal control policies, general accounting, external financial reporting, clearing the 
markets, and payables processing. 
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The Financial Planning and Analysis department is responsible for managing debt, 
overseeing the financial affairs of capital projects, financial planning and forecasting, 
budgeting, and administering the grid management charge.  

 
The Procurement and Vendor Management department is the focal point for all 
commercial contracting.  It procures goods and services for the corporation by efficiently 
selecting vendors and managing costs.  This department also is responsible for issuing 
all corporate purchase orders. 
 
Discussion of Proposed Budget 
 
The 2013 proposed budget of $22.8 million is $900,000, or 4 percent, higher than the 
2012 budget of $21.9 million. Staffing remained unchanged from 2012 at 60.   
 
Personnel costs 
increased 
$350,000 
primarily due to 
merit increases.   
Consultants and 
contract staff 
decreased 
$940,000, or 5 
percent, because 
of less need for 
contracted 
services. 
Outsourced and 
other contracts 
and professional 
fees increased 
$1.5 million, or 
35 percent, 
primarily due to 
the need for 
additional outside 
legal counsel services. The main driver is additional litigation at FERC. Travel, training 
and other costs decreased $25,000, or 1 percent. 

Policy and Client Services 

The Policy and Client Services division builds high quality collaborative relationships 
with a wide variety of stakeholders, regulators and consumer groups.  It strives for 
excellence by providing timely and accurate information for public dissemination, 
fostering value added customer service, anticipating and addressing issues in a timely 
manner, and advancing objectives that benefit retail consumers and the electric 
industry.  The division works toward these goals by collaborating across the corporation 
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to quickly resolve wholesale market customer issues, improve communications with 
stakeholders and effectively represent the ISO before state agencies, regional 
organizations and federal energy regulators.  
 
The division is also 
responsible for key aspects in 
facilitating the integration of 
renewable resources by 
clearly presenting ISO advice, 
analyses and grid needs to 
technical and non-technical 
audiences.  This has included 
such things as developing the 
“green pages” on the external 
ISO website and producing 
fact sheets, corporate 
brochure and info graphics 
that transform highly technical 
grid terms and concepts into 
more readable language that 
facilitates better 
comprehension and retention.  
Other activity includes 
coordinating and consulting 
with state and federal agencies 
and the Governor’s office to help 
shape regulatory policies that preserve or enhance grid reliability.  
 
The division also updates and manages the ISO Business Practice Manuals, which 
contain the information that explains underlying tariffs and are critical in providing 
stakeholders and customers the information they need to interconnect and operate 
renewable facilities, among other things. 
 
The Communications and Public Relations department manages internal and external 
communications, including all Web communications and website management, and 
employee and media relations.  The department also issues stakeholder 
communications and develops new information products and services that add value to 
customer and stakeholder businesses.   
 
The Strategic Alliance department focuses on initiatives that support the corporate 
initiative for regional coordination and cooperation.  Western entities are at a crossroads 
and face new needs caused by renewable development and various initiatives 
promoting regional transmission planning.  This department leads activities aimed at 
meeting these needs while maintaining and increasing value to all affected parties, 
including existing entities served by CAISO.  
 
The External Affairs departments (federal, state and regulatory) oversee interactions 
with state and federal legislators, the governor’s office, and federal and state agencies 
regarding matters that could impact the reliability or economics of the ISO controlled 
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electric system.  The departments’ activities include building and maintaining 
relationships with regulatory agencies such as the California Public Utilities 
Commission, the California Energy Commission, and the California Air Resources 
Board, as well as monitoring and managing federal legislative and regulatory matters 
that could influence ISO practices and policies.  The departments also work with 
legislators to advise and educate lawmakers on policies that could impact the power 
system.  For example, the ISO continues to closely work with the Air Resources Board 
as it develops the rules to implement California’s landmark greenhouse gas emissions 
reduction law, Assembly Bill 32.  
 
The Customer Services and Stakeholder Affairs department is the primary business 
interface between ISO and its clients and stakeholders. The department rolled out a 
new program in 2012, to support newcomers to the ISO.  New web-based resources, 
linkages to trade associations and personal support for incoming newcomer issues is 
making it easier for market entrants to navigate the ISO.  The Customer Services group 
will refine its newcomer programs in 2013 to help make the transition to active 
participation in the ISO markets as seamless as possible. 
 
Discussion of Proposed Budget 
 
The 2013 proposed 
budget of $9.4 million is 
$920,000, or 11 percent, 
higher than the 2012 
budget of $8.5 million.  
Staffing remained at 37.     
 
Personnel costs 
increased $170,000, 
primarily because of 
merit increases. 
Consultants and 
contract staff increased 
$700,000, or 78 percent, 
primarily in support of 
the ISO regional 
collaboration strategic 
initiative.  Travel, 
training, and other costs 
increased $52,000, or 9 
percent. 
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VI.  DEBT SERVICE  

Debt service budgeted for inclusion in the 2013 revenue requirement includes principal 
and interest on the ISO outstanding Series 2008A and 2009A bonds.   

The 2008 bonds will be retired in full by February 2014 and bear interest at 5 percent, 
as summarized below: 

Amortization schedule for 2008 bonds    

($ in millions) 
Principle Interest 

Proceeds from debt 
service fund 

Total 

2012 $25.1 $4.2 ($0.7) $28.6 

2013 36.0 3.0 (0.7) 38.3 

2014 23.5 1.2 (20.4) 4.3 
 

Total $84.6 $8.4 $(21.8) $71.2 

The ISO included the 2012 payment of $28.6 million in the 2011 revenue requirement 
and collected in the 2011 GMC rates.  In an effort to maintain rate stability, the ISO has 
modified its tariff to allow for a level collection of debt service over the two-year period of 
2012 and 2013.  To accomplish this, $15.6 million of collections were deferred in 2012 
until 2013. 

In 2009, the ISO issued debt to finance a new facility in Folsom, California, on land 
owned by the ISO.  The 2012 revenue requirement included debt service costs related 
to this offering.  The bonds are fixed rate serial bonds with coupons ranging from 4.5 
percent to 6.25 percent with a final term of 30 years.  Lease payments on the 
corporation’s previous facilities in Folsom, California, will expire at the end of November 
2012.  Amortization of the 2009 bonds is shown below: 

 

Amortization schedule for 2009 bonds    

($ in millions) 
Principle Interest 

Proceeds from debt 
service fund 

Total 

2013 $3.6 $11.2 $(0.5) $14.3 

2014 3.7 11.1 (0.5) 14.3 

2015 3.8 11.0 (0.5) 14.3 

2016 4.0 10.9 (0.5) 14.3 

Thereafter 181.5 158.3 (26.1) 313.7 

Total $196.5 $202.3 $(28.1) $370.7 

  

Collecting for bonds in the revenue requirement occurs the year before making the 
payments.  Principle payments occur in February and interest is paid semiannually in 
February and August. 
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A summary of the debt service components contained in the revenue requirement is as 
follows: 

Debt Service ($ in millions) 
2013 

Budget 
2012 

Budget 
Change 

Principle payments on 2008A and 2009A bonds $27.0 $39.6     ($12.6) 

Interest payments 12.3 14.2 (1.9) 

Less amounts from debt service and capital interest reserve (20.9) (1.2) (19.7) 

Debt service collection leveling adjustment 15.6 (15.6) 31.2 
 

Subtotal 34.0 37.0 (3.0) 

25% Debt Service Reserve 8.5 9.3 (0.8) 
 

Total $42.5 $46.3 $(3.8) 

 
Net debt service from ISO inception is shown below: 
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VII.  CAPITAL /  PROJECT BUDGET  

The 2013 capital/project budget of up to $19.5 million will fund projects as detailed on 
the following pages.  The cash funded capital collected via the revenue requirement is 
$24.0 million with the excess after utilization of the remaining bond proceeds will be 
used to fund future projects.  The ISO will continue assessing its capital spending needs 
over the coming months.   
 

 
The 2012 budget of $20.8 million included decommissioning costs at the former site of 
$1.3 million and $19.5 million of ongoing projects. In July, the Board approved a budget 
increase of $3.6 million to cover $2.6 million of hardware costs and $1.0 million for 
improvements to the market surveillance systems. The improvements to market 
surveillance systems are required by FERC in conjunction with the receipt of $1.0 
million from a FERC settlement with a market participant.  

Capital / Project Budget Development Process 

The 2013 project prioritization process has run from August through November 2012. 
The program office will collaborate with the internal business units and maintain a list of 
projects throughout the year.  The list is based on the five-year strategic plan, the 
information technology roadmap, and the ISO market initiatives roadmap.  On a periodic 
basis, strategic initiative owners and managers review the progress of active projects, 
identify issues and risks, and propose changes to the master project listing.  During the 
budgeting process, the information technology roadmap items are combined with the 
strategic projects scheduled for the following year and an initial master listing is 
developed.  A prioritization and ranking process will be completed and used when the 
project list exceeds the available budget to determine preliminary project cut off.  The 
following chart shows the criteria for ranking projects. The full ranking criteria schedule 
is posted on the ISOs website. 
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Ranking Criteria 

Strategy Strategic Initiative Weight 
   

Facilitate California’s transition to a smarter, 
cleaner and more secure energy future 
(renewables) 

Incorporate renewable resources 
Evolve the market 
Market and performance (MAP) 

10% 

Ensure continued reliability during grid 
transformation (capacity on the system) 

Evolve the market 
MAP 
Develop infrastructure and tools 

10% 

Strengthen California’s global leadership 
commitment to renewable, responsible and 
reliable energy (regulatory coordination) 

Advance state energy and environmental 
initiatives 

10% 

Explore opportunities for regional 
collaboration and technological innovation  

Incorporate renewable resources 
Improve forecasting capabilities  
MAP 

10% 

Grid reliability 
Enhances reliability of the grid by addressing 
and existing or potential operational issue 

15% 

Market Efficiency 
Addresses a current or potential market 
inefficiency 

10% 

Contributes to increased customer service  7% 

Compliance Establish a culture of compliance 15% 

Development of staff / talent pipeline People strategies 5% 

ISO process improvement Process and quality 5% 

Information Technology system qualities System and tools 7% 

 
The following are the business and financial case criteria: 

 Does the project require market participant development efforts? 

 Does the project deliver cost savings? 

 How much are the project implementation costs? 

 Does the project reduce operations and maintenance costs?  

 Does the project mitigate any corporate risk?  

 A factor for executive discretion is included. 

Proposed Project List  

The following listing provides the projects proposed for initiation during 2013. This 
year’s list breaks down into the following five areas and initiatives: 
 

 Implementation of systems and tools 

 Enhancement of markets and performance 

 Technology projects  

 Incorporation of  distributed resources and 

 Other costs. 
 
A review will take place of all projects on the final 2013 listing identified before funding is 
approved, including further consideration of project need, a cost-benefit analysis and 
completion of a project plan.  Specifically, the Corporate Management Committee, 
made up of the Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer and General Counsel, 
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reviews and approves all projects considered for funding in 2013.  The 2013 priorities 
may change depending on developments during the remainder of 2012 and 2013. 

 

Proposed Projects for 2013 Amount 
 

Implementation of Systems and Tools  

Outage management system (OMS) phase 3 large 

Resources interconnection management system (RIMS) enhancements 2013 large 

Enterprise model management systems (EMMS) phase 3 large 

Improve forecasting tools (ancillary services, flexible ramping, renewables) medium 

Operational meter analysis and reporting (OMAR) new features, corrections, and 
automation 

medium 

Market validation tools phases 2 and 3 medium 

Incorporate current manual workarounds into Siemens products to improve performance 
and support 

small 

Topology estimation tool small 

System operations limits management database small 

Voltage stability analysis integration into the market (closed loop) small 

Total $8,100,000 

Enhancement of Markets and Performance  

Operations enhancements 2013 large 

FERC VERS order compliance large 

Outage coordination (optimization) medium 

Extending the network model medium 

Bid cost recovery / renewable integration market & product review (RIMPR) phase 1 medium 

Energy imbalance market proof of concept  medium 

Participating intermittent resource project (PIRP) decremental bidding medium 

Subset of hours for all resources (includes updates to exceptional dispatch) medium 

Standard capacity product phase 3 small 

Market services enhancements 2013 small 

Develop operations situational awareness tools small 

Flexible capacity procurement small 

Replacement requirement for generation outages - phase 2 automation small 

Secured credit changes for convergence bidding small 

Administrative pricing rule small 

Total  $6,700,000 

Technology Projects  

Enterprise hardware and software purchases large 

eDiscovery for Legal division small 

Improve deliverability study tools small 

Compliance automation and controls governance, phase 3 small 
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Proposed Projects for 2013 Amount 
 

Update FERC electronic quarterly report (EQR) software  small 

Total  $2,500,000 

Incorporation of Distributed Resources  

Technology pilots and demonstrations (including micro grid, demand response, and 
energy storage)  

medium 

Cost-effective measurement infrastructure project small 

Total $800,000 

Other Costs  

Program Office project management costs  large 

Annual request for facilities costs  small 

Renewable integration study work and annual flexibility assessment small 

Total $1,400,000 

  

Total Proposed Projects for 2013 $19,500,000 

 
 
Note: The costs of the individual projects are not shown, but are categorized by size as 
follows: small projects under $500,000, medium projects from $500,000 to $1 million, 
and large projects over $1 million. The actual projects completed during 2013 will vary, 
including the potential addition of projects not on this list, the deferral of projects on this 
list to future years, or the elimination of projects on this list if no longer necessary. 
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VIII.  M ISCELLANEOUS  REVENUE   

Miscellaneous revenue for 2013 is budgeted at $7.9 million, $500,000 lower than 2012 
primarily due to lower interest revenues from dropping rates but partially mitigated by 
higher billings for interconnection studies.  The details of this category are as follows: 
 

Miscellaneous Revenue ($ in millions) 
2013 

Budget 
2012 

Budget 
Change 

Interest earnings $1.8 $2.9 $(1.1) 

California-Oregon Intertie path operator fees 2.0 2.0 - 

Large generation interconnection fees 2.0 1.5 0.5 

Intermittent resource (wind and solar) forecasting fees 1.6 1.7 (0.1) 

Scheduling Coordinator application and training fees, summer 
reliability program fees and other fees 

0.5 0.3 0.2 

 

Total $7.9 $8.4 $(0.5) 
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IX.  RESERVE CREDIT FROM 2012 

The operating reserve credit is a reduction or offset to the ISO revenue requirement for 
2013.  In any year that the ISO operating reserve account exceeds 15 percent of the 
prospective year's O&M budget, the excess goes toward reducing the revenue 
requirement for the coming year.  For 2013, the ISO forecasts a credit from the 
operating reserve account of $25.5 million. A summary is below. 
 

Reserve Credit from prior year ($ in millions) 
2013 

Budget 

2012 

Budget 
Change 

Increase (decrease) in 15% reserve for O&M budget $   -  $(0.1) $0.1 

25% debt service collection from prior year 9.2 8.7 0.5 

Collection of additional two weeks of GMC revenues from 
implementation of weekly market clearing 

9.8 - 9.8 

True-up of actual to forecast revenues and expenses  6.5 14.5 (8.0) 
 

Total $25.5 $23.1 $2.4 
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X.   UNBUNDLED GRID MANAGEMENT CHARGE  

CALCULATION S  

The ISO recovers its costs through separate grid management charges to market 
participants.  The ISO and stakeholders developed a new rate design for 2012, which 
was approved by the Board and filed with FERC.  FERC approved the design on 
September 30, 2011 without change.  The new design provides for three service 
categories and five associated fees and charges.  The ISO derives the rate by dividing 
the recoverable costs for the category by the estimated billing determinants. 

Components of GMC and billing Determinants 

The three service categories, five associated fees and charges, and their billing 
determinants are as follows: 

Type Bill Determinant 
Charge  

Code 

Service Categories 

Market Service Charge 
Awards in MWh or MW of supply and demand excluding 
Transmission Ownership Rights (TORs) 

4560 

Systems Operations 
Charge 

Metered flows in MWh of supply and demand in the ISO 
balancing authority with the following two exceptions, TORs and 
qualifying grandfathered supply contracts 

4561 

CRR Service Charge MWh of congestion 4562 

Fees  

Bid segment fees Number of bid segments in the ISO market for supply or demand 4515 

Inter-SC Trades fee Number of trades by scheduling coordinator (SC) 4512 

SCID fee Monthly charge if statement produced for an SC  4575 

TOR charges fee Minimum of metered supply or demand in MWh on TORs 4560 

CRR auction bid fees Number of accepted bids in CRR auctions 4516 

Rate Calculation 

There are seven steps to calculate rates, as noted below: 
 

1. estimate billing determinant volumes for fees and charges;  
2. multiply volumes by rates to derive revenues for individual fees and charges; 
3. allocate revenue requirement into three service categories; 
4. deduct fee and charge revenue from associated service category costs; 
5. estimate billing determinant volumes for three service categories; 
6. deduct TOR and grandfathered supply volumes from System Operations Charge; 

and 
7. divide residual revenue requirement from Step 4 by adjusted billing determinant 

volumes from Step 6 to derive individual service category rates. 
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Calculation of Fee and Charge Revenue  

 ($ in millions) 

Fee or Charge Rate 
Estimated  
Volumes 

Estimated 2013 
Revenue 

Bid segment fee $0.005 40,659,200    $   203,296     

Inter-SC Trades fee 1.00 2,750,910 2,780,910 

SCID fee (annual) 12,000 173 2,079,000 

TOR charges fee 0.27 3,679,322 993,417 

CRR auction bid fee 1.00 186,318 186,318 

Total   $6,242,941 

 
Calculation of Service Category Rates  

 ($ in millions) 

Component Market Services System Operations 
CRR 

Services 
Total 

Allocation of Revenue Requirement 

Percentages 27% 69% 4% 100% 

Allocation of costs  $52,927,618 $135,259,468 $7,841,129 $196,028,214 

Deduct fee and charge revenue 

Bid segment fees 203,296 - - 203,296 

Inter-SC Trades 2,780,910 - - 2,780,910 

SCID fees 2,079,000 - - 2,079,000 

TOR charges - 993,417 - 993,417 

CRR auction bid fees - - 186,318 186,318 

Total Fees and charges 5,063,206 993,417 186,318 6,242,941 

Calculation of Recoverable costs 

Costs less fees & charges $47,864,412 $134,266,051 $7,654,811 $189,785,273 
 

Estimated volumes 

Volumes 514,167,615 474,712,061 566,648,916  

Deduct exceptions 

Less grandfathered supply - 7,179,425 -  

Adjusted Volumes 514,167,615 467,532,636 566,648,916  
 

Resulting rates $0.0931 $0.2872 $0.0135  
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Summary of GMC Costs, Volumes and Rates for 2013   

 
Net Revenue Requirement, Volume Forecast and  

Rate by Service Category 
($ in millions, volumes in thousands and rates in $ per unit) 

Charge 
Code 

Service Category or Fee 
2013 

Budget 
2013 

volumes  
2013 
rates 

4560 Market Service Charge $47.86 514,168 $0.0931 

4561 Systems Operations Charge 134.27 467,532 0.2872 

4562 CRR Services Charge 7.65 566,649 0.0135 

4515 Bid segment fees 0.21 40,659 0.005 

4512 Inter-SC Trades fees 2.78 2,780 1.00 

4575 SCID (monthly) fees 2.08 173 1,000 

4560 TOR charges 0.99 3,679 0.27 

4516 CRR auction bid fees 0.19 186 1.00 

Total  $196.03   

 
Comparison of Net Revenue Requirements by Service Category  

($ in millions) 

Charge 
Code 

Service Category or Fee 
2013 

Budget 
2012 

Budget  
$ 

Variance 
% 

change 

4560 Market Service Charge $47.86 $46.49 $1.37 3.0% 

4561 Systems Operations Charge 134.27 133.52 0.75 0.6% 

4562 CRR Services Charge 7.65 7.31 0.34 4.7% 

4515 Bid segment fees 0.21 0.13 0.08 61.5% 

4512 Inter-SC Trades fees 2.78 3.85 (1.07) (27.8)% 

4575 SCID fees 2.08 2.12 (0.04) (1.9)% 

4560 TOR charges 0.99 0.90 0.09 10.0% 

4516 CRR auction bid fees 0.19 0.48 (0.29) (60.4)% 

Total  $196.03 $194.80 $1.23 0.6% 

 

Comparison of rates  
($ per unit) 

Charge 
Code 

Service Category or Fee 
2013 
Rate 

2012 
Rate  

$ 
Variance 

comments 

4560 Market Service Charge $0.0931 $0.0851 $0.0080 
8% lower volumes 
projected for 2013 

4561 Systems Operations Charge 0.2872 0.2845 0.0027 Increase less than 1% 

4562 CRR Services Charge 0.0135 0.0170 (0.0035) 
27% higher volumes 
projected for 2013 

 

The rates for bid segment fees, inter-SC trade fees, SCID fees, TOR charges and CRR 
auction bid fees are fixed. 


